DATA SCIENCE CAREER PANEL

If you're a student, educator, or someone interested in data, discover your path to data science by listening to expert panelists discuss their data science journeys and exciting opportunities for your future!

Join us Friday, February 18th, 2022 at 3 - 4:30 PM ET

Register for our virtual event: https://bit.ly/3zx6ywo-DataScienceCareers

OUR MODERATORS:

Benjamin Sango:
Undergraduate senior at Columbia University and Student Assistant of the Northeast Big Data Innovation Hub

Haleigh Stewart:
Undergraduate senior at Columbia University and Project Coordinator of the Northeast Big Data Innovation Hub

OUR PANELISTS:

Ashwin Venkatraman is the CEO and Founder of Resermine Inc., a decision-making platform for surveillance.
Ashwin designs and creates hybrid models that combine analytics, machine learning and physics for optimal reservoir surveillance and management.

Atena Sadeghi is the Senior Manager and Data Scientist at Accenture AI, producing data-led business transformations.
Atena formulates and manages data-driven projects which are geared at furthering a business's interests. Skilled in analytics and machine learning, Atena also guides junior data scientists in the field!

Logan Havern is the CEO and Founder of Datalogz, a simple and secure data discovery and understanding platform.
Logan is an innovator in the data space and solves the biggest challenges with enterprise data management. He is always open to conversations about data and entrepreneurship!